The Wishbone Alley Gazette
June, 2005
Rainier Auto Sports Club
Rally News
* No Alibi 2005 – It’s this weekend. Long and
extensive explorations have resulted in a splendid
tour to Idaho and back.
At last report, 32 entrants and more than 13
workers will participate.
More next month.
* Coast-to-Coast Rally 2005 by Ron Sorem
Courtney-Port Alberni-Duncan, British Columbia.
May 14 & 15, 2005. The Island Rallysport Club presented
Coast-to-Coast 2005, the First Round of the 2005 Pacific
Coast Challenge.
Friday was spent getting from Seattle to Vancouver
Island. The Tsawwassen ferry was full; fortunately as
part of Navigator duties, Max had made reservations.
Registration was efficient, and we were ready to party.
Well, not too much party, but great dinner with great
friends, Lee Sorenson and Larry Richardson, in Car 1;
Max Vaysburd and I, in Car 2; and father-son Peter and
Timothy Ryce, as Car 3. The “south of the border”
contingent included Car 7 Steve Perret and Kathryn
Hansen; Car 9 Jeff McMillen and Marvin Crippen; Car 10
Gary Webb (up from Mohave Valley, Arizona) and John
Kisela from Seattle; Car 11 Jason Webster and Brandon
Harer from Portland; son-father team Kris and Ed Dahl
in the stage-prepared Acura Integra GSR from
Bellingham; and representing the States in Historic,
William McRae and Dave Harms, in the 1969 Beetle.
Saturday morning saw 21 teams at the Driver’s
Meeting for the usual last-minute notes and corrections.
One key piece of information, an omitted “15”, was
missed by a few, causing a missed speed change, later in
the day. The weather was perfect, with a few sprinkles,
and hopefully no dust.
Regularity One, “Duncan Bay Main”, quickly moved
to 72km/h, setting the pace for the weekend: Brisk.
There was logging machinery in the first Acute Left at
14.58, a prelude to the rest of the rally… We were on
their roads; they were all bigger than us. Some were
“normal sized” loggers, and for day two, some “off-road
loggers” nearly twice the size of the “big” trucks. Reg
One was nearly 27km with 25 of those at 72-average.
“Sayward” began with 3km at 70-average, then
68km/h to the Strathcona Dam. Down to 25 (15 mph!)
for the dam crossing and checkpoint, then 63 through
some twisty corners, and 45 for HPL, HPR, HPL, on the
way to the Paterson Lake area. Then up to 50 and 58
through lots of single lane bridges and a few “Rough”
callouts, but for the most part smooth, flat, and twisty at
a brisk pace. At about 50km into the Reg, at 72, we met
our first loaded logger, also at speed, in the middle (OK
more like our side of the middle) of the freshly graded
mainline, on a slight left bend. We had to ride wide
right, on the soft shoulder (still at the average, of course)
then ease back onto the road. No delay, no damage, no
worries… OK, maybe a few. Further along, turning onto
“Big Tree Main”, our second logger was empty and

friendly. A rain shower had recently turned the dust to
mud and the next “KL MBCU” was more “slippy” than
expected.
A 2.6km Transit took the rally to the first fuel stop
in Sayward. Word came through that Car 13 was “off”,
and restarted by sweep. Car 14 was “missing” (Mud
completely obscured numbers, but they were just fine).
Regularity Three, “Tlatlos”, was a big loop on
logging company owned roads. 87.05km with a couple of
meetings of oncoming log trucks. They stayed in the
middle of the road, we were forced to the soft shoulder
(when there was a shoulder), or stopping in any available
spot when the road was only a single lane). 83km into
the Reg we are sliding through a checkpoint in an acute
right… where was he timing? That was the question for
those who did it right. However, taking a dotted-line
shortcut shown on the alpine, thus missing the acute,
caught out about two-thirds of the cars. The shortcut
offered a quick way through the corner, but the island of
trees in the triangle hid the CP, so those who took the
dotted line weren’t scored at the control, resulting in a
max-late. It may not be a wise decision to simply follow
the fresh tracks!
A Transit led to the second fuel stop, where a
discussion arose between several competitors and a
logging company supervisor… He’d had complaints from
their log truck drivers… The experienced rally drivers,
and the Island Rallysport Club’s Rally Director, assured
the supervisor that the rally would stay out of their way,
pointed out that speeds were 10% below posted limits,
and in fact some of the logging personnel were faster
than the rally. All this seemed to satisfy the supervisor
and we heard of no further complaints.
Reg Four, 65km “Upper Adam Main”, ran southward,
then west, climbing over the ridge to remote and
spectacularly beautiful scenery with a brief run in the
Provincial Park. These are more primitive roads now,
some very narrow with big exposures and several
“Cautions” in the route book for cross ditches, rough
areas, blind crests, and increasingly, “rocks in the road”.
Reg Five, also “Mohun Lake”, begins with more
loaded log truck encounters, exiting the woods, and with
timber crews headed for home in a hurry. We are again
in areas of active logging. There are big log stacks and
slash debris piles along and in the road. Speeds cut to
15km/h IF you got the corrections at the drivers
meeting… If not, 59km/h was almost do-able, a little
rough, but as Car 3 driver Peter Ryce dryly pointed out:
“It’s only wood…”
A short distance later, the first mind games began…
three instructions, three speed changes, 300m, including
a very Acute Left. Car 1 took 7-early, Car 2 8-early, …
too much info to process into the computers and to
communicate between the crews. And, it is easy to be
early at “roughly double the average speed”. In the heat
of the moment, the self-imposed pressure for all zeroes,
most of us forgot our Seat-of-the-Pants roots. IF your
navvie says “speed change down to 27”, the driver should
at least try to stay under “54”, wouldn’t you think? The
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drivers were busy deciding on whether this is a
“handbrake” acute or a “three-point” acute… important
stuff! Then downhill to the BR and the checkpoint, at
about the same time everything gets put into the box
and the display shows EARLY. The Rallymaster had this
checkpoint and undoubtedly laughed the whole time.
Thank you Christa.
A 15km Transit took the rally into Campbell River
for fuel and snacks.
Reg Six, “Port Alberni”, began smooth and brisk
interrupted by tight double-90 turns over bridges, or
“Caution! Blind Crest into KL”. At 35km we saw the first
“Potholes” instruction, followed by “Potholes for 500m”,
a HPL for a change of pace, then 7km later, “Potholes”,
followed by “Potholes”, and more “Potholes”—all at
precisely the correct odo readings. Then, a reconstructed
bridge that we’d been warned of in the driver’s meeting.
Rough, big drop in and bump out. The triple-caution
instruction was proper, but many, including me, could
have gone a wee bit slower still. Further on, we were
slow, and quiet, through a campground, then back up to
speed for more twists and turns. Great fun. We
completed the 68km section commenting on which
potholes were worse, the noted, or not-noted.
A 10km Transit to Port Alberni’s HQ hotel was a
welcome close to over eleven hours and 583.92km of
brisk, bumpy, beautiful roads.
Day Two began with a surprise. Max and I arrived
at breakfast to the news we were tied with Car 1, Lee
Sorenson and Larry Richardson, and with Car 10, Gary
Webb and John Kisela, with only 12-seconds penalty
(including the three instructions fiasco) after 29 controls.
The question remained, would we be able to wrest defeat
from the jaws of victory?
Sunday’s first Regularity, “Macktush Creek”, ran
south along Alberni Inlet with great views of rock walls
on the right, in a medium-right-downhill, with water on
the left. The route turned west, climbing rapidly through
another active logging site. Cresting a ridge, we were
overlooking a beautiful lake on our left, with waterfalls
all along the route on our right. The ridge tops and peaks
were still snow-capped, but the weather was warm.
Broken overcast kept the bright sunlight at bay to reduce
glare, and an occasional rain shower kept the roads
nearly dust-free.
Running nearly two-thirds of Reg One with all
zeroes, Car 1 missed an Acute Right, recovered “a little
way down the road”, and took 37 at the hidden control,
just past the acute. Car 2, with all zeroes, dutifully
followed Car 1’s tracks, missed the acute, recovered
earlier, but still took 19 penalty. Car 3 followed Car 2’s
tracks, for 15 penalty —sound familiar? (In all our
defense, the alpine at 53.29 and the alpine 60 meters
later at 53.35 were actually the same intersection, but
difficult to see at 65, slowing to 25, rough, over crest,
with a photo op.
The radio crackled something about Car 10 not
continuing the Reg, being out of spare tires. The TIE
was broken! Then we apparently cut a tire making up
time on the rough hillclimb. Max and I debated the
handling characteristics of a flat left-rear whilst

negotiating a hard right turn… gets sideways very easily!
We ran 9km on a flat Silverstone at 64, then 72, before
the inevitable tire departure (gotta love rally sidewalls).
We ran another 500m on the rim, and finally elected to
correct the “handling problem” only to find the last
remaining checkpoint of the leg, after the repair, around
the next corner from where we’d stopped. Max-late, Max
Frustration. Without the Time-Allowance provisions we
have in the States, we were now just sightseeing. (sigh !)
Reg Two, “Bamfield”, started just off the Island
Highway and 2.67km later an Acute Right put us onto the
“logging highway”. Nearly four lanes wide, smooth
gravel. The grader operator waved happily as we passed.
Apparently no complaints today.
For some unexplained reason either Car 1 was
running late or we were running early. Lee would call
out an oncoming truck and I’d be expecting it in half a
minute—it would arrive way too soon. After what our
computer showed as four consecutive zeroes on Bamfield,
we actually saw Car 1 and hacked the interval—50
seconds—should be 60, but “you run your own rally”…
Debate ensued for several km and the interval was still
“off”. I couldn’t take it any more; the curiosity was too
much: Max recalc’d the section using the abundant hardpoints and we were wrong, exactly 10 seconds wrong, due
to a clock set error at the start of the Reg. Now 34km
in, we knew we’d just taken four consecutive tens, not
zeroes! We recovered for the last CP and took a one,
totaling 4. Ouch
We’d been following the progress of a couple of “offroad” logging trucks. From the radio reports it was soon
to be our turn to find a way off the road. These rigs are
at least 50% larger, if not 100% larger than “normal” bigrigs on the highway. We met “ours”. He could have
moved over a little, but not much, not enough. The
prudent course of action was for me to get off his road.
My choice was a pullout to the left. He gave a friendly
wave from way up above us. The conversation with most
of the rally cars, at the finish of Bamfield, was all about
“off-road loggers”.
As back-to-back Regularities, next up is Reg Three,
“Cowichan”, which included some of the most enjoyable
“driver” roads of the weekend. Sweeping left and right.
Tight corners, into and out of bridges at 70km/h. 40km
into the Reg we turn onto a narrow steep hill climb and
immediately meet an outbound logging crew. We stop
for two pickups, then proceed a short way and stop for a
large work truck and two more pickups. We can only
watch the seconds tick away—now almost a minute late.
Now! We can go, just in time for hairpins and exposures.
Finally we top out over the ridge and have smooth flat
running through a valley. Then the book calls for an
average-speed change to 72. Recovery of the minute
lateness is a bit more difficult, but it’s eventually done.
Great fun! 400m at 27km/h then back to 56, then 69,
then HPR, HPL, HPR, and HPR again, before the finish at
68.89km. We are both smiling; a very good sign.
Reg Four, “Duncan”, returns us to the gravel we all
want, although not as brisk as earlier rally roads. We
travel along a popular scenic park, and the traffic is a
little more crowded than in the wilderness, for the final
three checkpoints in the 8.88km timed section.
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The final Transit, to Duncan MTC is 23km, to
Boston Pizza, and a well-deserved car wash after a twoday total of 867.77km (542 miles).
We recovered from the lost tire, we recovered from
the clock error, we zeroed Reg 3 and Reg 4, but at the
time we left for the ferry we had no visions of success for
our 17-plus hours on the road.
Things change. We found out via a Monday morning
e-mail from Marvin that a calculation error on Macktush
resulted in the last few controls not being scored,
throwing out our max-late-tire-problem.

Cost $92.65, make offer. Roy Ward,
roy.ward@verizon.net.

Calendar
June 25- July 9 - Great Race 2005, Washington, DC
to Tacoma, WA

Puget Sound-area TSD

Jun 11-12- No Alibi, TSD gravel, EllensburgLewiston-Ellensburg, WA
www.rainierautosport.com
Jul 8- Friday Nighter, ORCA, Bellevue, WA
Jul 23-24- Golden West 2005, Northern Calif
www.sfrscca.org
Jul 24- Ketchum Again, Puget Sound Rally Club
Aug 12- Friday Nighter, PSRC, Bellevue
Aug 15-18 - Nor’Wester 2005, RASC, to Bella Coola
BC, then ferry to Vance Isl and Finish in
Victoria.
Aug 21-“Western Whatcom Wobble”, Monte Carlo,
Chuckanut Sports Car Club

Congratulations to Jeff McMillen and Marvin
Crippen who took First Overall and First UnLimited
(moving up from Calculator last season, but continuing
their string, as PCC Champions in 2003 and 2004).
Second to Lee Sorenson and Larry Richardson, up from
California. Third to Ron Sorem and Max Vaysburd up
from Seattle. Fourth Overall and First Calculator to
BC’s own, Doug Tewnion and Brian Carriere, with a very
competitive 90. First Historic went to BC’s Gil Stuart
and Arnie Lang. First Novice to Matthew Glade and
Kevin Boothroyd. And First Paper (SOP) to Steve Perret
and Kathryn Hansen.
Check www.tsdroadrally.com for more rally stories
and a rally search.

NW Stage events

*Shitepoke/Dryad Quest stage rallys over the
June 5/6 weekend saw Nolte and Dan Comden with
HAM duties, and Ron Sorem was a “slow pace’ on
Saturday, then upgraded to “Fast Pace” on Sunday.
About 27 cars finished of the 31 starters. The rally
ran under NASA rules.

Jun 18-19 Mountain Trials, BC Regional Stage Rally
Merritt BC www.rallybc.com
Jun 25 -"Brooklyn Blast" rallycross in Brooklyn
Jun 26- ORG SCCA Rally Cross #3
Jul 17- Flaming Geyser, NWR Rally Cross, Covington,
WA www.nwr-scca.org
Jul 23-24- Rally Café
(Solo National Tour Event)
Pacific Rally Group, Packwood, WA
Jul 31- Brooklyn Bash, NWR SCCA Rally Cross,
Brooklyn, WA www.nwr-scca.org

Club News
* Nor'Wester needs more entrants, or at least
show of interest.
* Vince has sent his “Potlatch Rally” plans to
the club’s “experts”. The Alfisti will like the late
July tour.

Canada TSD events
Aug 6- WCRA Novice Workshop #3, Hope
Jul 23- Gold Digger, BC Regional TSD, Pemberton
Aug 14- Novice TSD #3, Campbell River BC
Aug 27- Tsunami, Vanc. Is. Series #3
Sep 24- WCRA Rally-X
Oct ??- WCRA Novice TSD Rally Workshop
Oct 29- Midnight, BC Regional TSD, Nanaimo
Nov 19-20- Totem, BC Regional TSD PCC

Trivia:

* The “Players Run” road rally left Seattle on
Saturday morning, June 4. The State Patrol cited
12 of the participants as they broke a few speeding
laws. The cars were pretty exotic, and reportedly
paid $9800 to participate.
* Roy says the State Patrol has acquired
bunches of Chevy Impalas. Not all with blackened
windows.

Portland, Oregon, TSD
Jun 17- Friday Nighter, Cascade, Portland OR
www.cascadescc.com
Jul 15 -Friday Nighter, Cascade, Portland OR
www.cascadescc.com
Jul 16- The Scenic View, SCCA National Road Rally
(Course) Portland OR www.leftrightonline.com
Jul 17- The Beaver Cleaver, SCCA National Road Rally
(Course) Portland OR www.leftrightonline.com

FOR SALE / Wanted:

* 88 F250 XLT 4x4 Extended cab, bedliner,
canopy, A/C, etc. 10k miles on remanufactured 460
V8 w/ warranty. !$4600.00 Jerry or Colleen, 425823-6343
* For Sale: 12-volt car battery, brand new, side
terminal style, fits most new GM cars. Purchased in
haste for no good reason, never installed in a car.
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Rainier Auto Sports Club will meet this coming Monday, June 13 at 7:30 PM at Café Veloce at the Totem Lake
shopping center. Best way I can think of to get there is north on I-405, take the "NE 124th" exit, then keep right
under NE 124th and straight at the signal. This puts you on Totem Lake Blvd, not whatever the frontage road is next
to I-405. Then right first poss, with the Café on your right at that point.
Monthly meetings are the second Monday of each month. Past Members, visitors, and spectators are welcomed.
Agenda: Raindrop rallymaster will be roasted and toasted. Get his first look at the Critiques? Stories about Oregon
Trails not fit to print. Somebody will explain corrosion to Roy. Kirk will explain why staying up late is good for him,
and No Alibi. Dan and Marvin can tell tales about staying up all night in Canada. The Webmaster will once again
submit his bill. Board members will sheepishly explain why the CP sign program is weeks behind.

2005 Board Members:
President: Marvin Crippen –(206)365-5915; Vice-President:; Steve Willey – (206) 417-8517
Secretary: Eric Horst (206)363-9752; Treasurer: Ed Millman (206)361-7389
Members at Large:, Mark Nolte (425) 226-3155, Jerry Hines (425) 823-6343
The Wishbone Alley Gazette is published for the members and friends of Rainier Auto Sports Club. Subscription
price is $10 per year.
The editor is Mark Nolte, ph. (425)226-3155. View back issues at
http://www.rainierautosports.com/wag/default.htm
Contributions and paid/unpaid ad eagerly received at
2108 NE 12Th. St., Renton, WA 98056 or e-mail: mnolte@blarg.net

Rainier Auto Sports Club, P.O. Box 852, Kirkland, WA 98134
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